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We had a wonderful start to the school year we met
lots of new friends and
together with our old friends
we now have a fun and
exciting class of young 2
year-olds. During the first week of
school we were all busy painting yellow school
buses, red school houses, making yummy
apple pie and apple prints. The following week we made apple
wreaths and cute bumble bees, and to decorate the sukkah we made
our handprints into
flowers.
To celebrate sukkot
we had our lunch in
the sukkah and
made ediable
sukkahs. We met the
rabbi in the sukkah and she showed us the etrog and the
lulav and we helped her sing the blessings.
To end the month of September we have been busy learning and
making art for some of the most popular nursery rhymes.
Miss Susan

Miss Gina’s Class News
School is back in session and
some big changes have taken
place- our older twos are in
their very own classroom with
Miss Gina!
We have started off the year
getting to know each other by
exploring what makes us special our eye color,
hair color, size, gender and what
we like. We made friendship
bracelets and created felt board
self-portraits.
Our class is
learning
about the
colors red and
green and numbers using
apples for sorting, counting
and painting. We played the
red and green circle game and
counted apples in an apple
tree felt board activity. We played matching
games and hide- and-seek with letters A, B and C.
In celebration of Sukkot, we had
shabbat in the Sukkah with the
Rabbi!
Nemo is a new addition to our
classroom. We take turns feeding
him. We love our little fishy!
Miss Gina

Three-year-old Class News
We have started the school year with our
number unit so far we have made pages
0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 and 9 for our number book.
We have fun every day counting things
around our class.
We also explored
apples
during our first
week. We were greeted by
the sukkah in the yard on the second week
of school. We made apple decorations for
the sukkah and even made our own
popsicle stick version. We met the Rabbi
in the sukkah for an extra special
Shabbat.
As we finished up the month of September
we started our 5 senses unit and have been
exploring our sense of hearing. We
listened to different sounds identified
them, we made our own sound box, made
sound patterns, and enjoyed making
sounds with different instruments. We also
met up with our Rabbi again this time in
the sanctuary to take a close look at the
Torah and to learn about Simchat Torah.

Miss Vanessa, Miss Kristiana & Miss Brooke

Pre-Kindergarten News
September was full of apples.
We tasted, sorted,
estimated, and cooked with
them. We made three books
that contain the high
frequency words we have
been working on. We have learned
how to write letter E and F and we can sign the
alphabet up to letter G. We
learned about and made
Johnny Appleseed pictures.
He even had a cooking pot on
his head. Counting to 120,
learning
our
zoophonics animal hand
signals, the days of the week
and months of the year are
being practiced every day.
We are off to a fantastic
new school year.
Thanks for sharing your kids
with us. Ms, April, Ms. Kat,
and Ms. Brooke.

